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1: Basic UNIX commands
Quick Reference This is a quick reference guide to the meaning of some of the less easily guessed commands and
codes of shell scripts. By their nature, they are also quite difficult to find using search engines.

Download Bash Redirections Cheat Sheet You get all the Linux terminal commands with a detailed
description. Debian Reference Card If you are a Debian fanboy and want to master Debian terminal
commands, then this Linux cheat sheet is for you. Debian Reference Card provides a various set of commands
on Apt management, dpkg package management , necessary shell commands, network management and
configuration, Daemons and system, etc. It will help you master some basic FreeBSD commands on knowing
system status and command structure, finding system documentation, acquainting with files and directories,
learning process management and X window system, etc. It also covers the system administration as well
including user accounts, file system, slices and partitions , kernel modules, networking, file permission, etc.
Linux Cheat Sheet It gives general commands instruction on logging on to the Linux server , copying files to
and from the server, directory commands, working with modules and programs, etc. Linux Command Cheat
Sheet by Loggly Like any other Linux commands cheat sheet; It also covers a variety of Terminal commands
like file management, file utilities, memory and process, file compression, scripting, disk utilities, network,
directory utilities, etc. DownloadLinux Command Cheat Sheet Linux Commands Cheat Sheet by RedHat
developer RedHat developer has created this Linux cheat sheet which helps the developer to use the Linux
shortcut effectively and effortlessly. It provides a solid knowledge base for Linux administrator by offering a
set of commands which comes handy when required. It covers Linux directories, services management, shell
configuration, Linux profile management, desktop environment configuration, etc. Moreover, you can get a
list of examples of various command usages in different circumstances. It covers system basics, various
system services; kernel, boot, and hardware; software management; security, and identity; file system,
volumes, and disk; etc. It describes all the commands with short description, examples, and explanation as
well. Download Unix Command Cheat Sheets Download Unix Command It includes various utility
commands with an easily understandable description. To do the task effortlessly, you may need some
keyboard shortcuts. In this cheat sheet, a set of useful keyboard shortcuts for Linux is given which covers
basic editing, rich language editing, multi-cursor and selection, display, editor management, file management,
an integrated terminal, search and replace, etc. In the process of learning, you need to master a set of Kali
Linux commands which will ultimately save your time and resources. Download Kali Linux Cheat Sheet
Linux Terminal Commands Linux Terminal is very powerful and useful tool. You can use various commands
into the Terminal to do the task effortlessly. In this Linux Terminal command cheat sheet, you get Linux basic
commands with a short description and example. Download Linux Terminal Commands Final Thought Linux
is created based on a robust and highly integrated command line interface. Which definitely, give a lot more
access to the users to perform both the easy and expert-level task. After being expertized in Linux command
line, you will be able to perform the powerful job with just a few keystrokes. All the above mentioned Linux
commands cheat sheet will help you to remember useful Linux commands despite being a beginner or expert.
I hope you like this article. This list is an evergreen collection, and I will be adding more Linux cheat sheets in
future. I have tried to give the proper author credit, but if I missed any, please let me know in the comment
below. It will be appropriately corrected. Moreover, If an author wants me to remove or delete any PDF
content from this list, then send me a delete request with proper authorship proof. I hope the author will
understand that this list is created for helping the Linux users.
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2: EFI SHELL COMMANDS - Quick Reference | SYSADMINSHARE
Shell Script Commands echo -- Displays messages or turns command echoing on or off for/endfor -- Executes
commands for each item in a set of items goto -- Makes batch file execution jump to another location if/endif -- Executes
commands in specified conditions.

Expressions may be combined using the following operators, listed in decreasing order of precedence: This
may be used to override the normal precedence of operators. Conditional Constructs , Up: When commands
are grouped, redirections may be applied to the entire command list. For example, the output of all the
commands in the list may be redirected to a single stream. Since the list is executed in a subshell, variable
assignments do not remain in effect after the subshell completes. No subshell is created. The semicolon or
newline following list is required. In addition to the creation of a subshell, there is a subtle difference between
these two constructs due to historical reasons. The braces are reserved words, so they must be separated from
the list by blanks or other shell metacharacters. The parentheses are operators, and are recognized as separate
tokens by the shell even if they are not separated from the list by whitespace. The exit status of both of these
constructs is the exit status of list. GNU Parallel , Previous: Compound Commands , Up: The format for a
coprocess is: NAME must not be supplied if command is a simple command see Simple Commands ;
otherwise, it is interpreted as the first word of the simple command. When the coprocess is executed, the shell
creates an array variable see Arrays named NAME in the context of the executing shell. The standard output
of command is connected via a pipe to a file descriptor in the executing shell, and that file descriptor is
assigned to NAME[0]. The standard input of command is connected via a pipe to a file descriptor in the
executing shell, and that file descriptor is assigned to NAME[1]. This pipe is established before any
redirections specified by the command see Redirections. The file descriptors can be utilized as arguments to
shell commands and redirections using standard word expansions. The file descriptors are not available in
subshells. The wait builtin command may be used to wait for the coprocess to terminate. Since the coprocess
is created as an asynchronous command, the coproc command always returns success. The return status of a
coprocess is the exit status of command. GNU Parallel is a tool to do just that. GNU Parallel, as its name
suggests, can be used to build and run commands in parallel. You may run the same command with different
arguments, whether they are filenames, usernames, hostnames, or lines read from files. GNU Parallel provides
shorthand references to many of the most common operations input lines, various portions of the input line,
different ways to specify the input source, and so on. Parallel can replace xargs or feed commands from its
input sources to several different instances of Bash. For a complete description, refer to the GNU Parallel
documentation. A few examples should provide a brief introduction to its use. For example, it is easy to
replace xargs to gzip all html files in the current directory and its subdirectories: You can use Parallel to move
files from the current directory when the number of files is too large to process with one mv invocation: While
using ls will work in most instances, it is not sufficient to deal with all filenames. If you need to accommodate
special characters in filenames, you can use find. This will run as many mv commands as there are files in the
current directory. You can emulate a parallel xargs by adding the -X option: We use ls for brevity here; using
find as above is more robust in the face of filenames containing unexpected characters. It is not uncommon to
take a list of filenames, create a series of shell commands to operate on them, and feed that list of commnds to
a shell. Parallel can speed this up. Shell Parameters , Previous: Shell Commands , Up: They are executed just
like a "regular" command. When the name of a shell function is used as a simple command name, the list of
commands associated with that function name is executed. Shell functions are executed in the current shell
context; no new process is created to interpret them. Functions are declared using this syntax: The reserved
word function is optional. If the function reserved word is supplied, the parentheses are optional. The body of
the function is the compound command compound-command see Compound Commands. If the function
reserved word is used, but the parentheses are not supplied, the braces are required. Any redirections see
Redirections associated with the shell function are performed when the function is executed. A function
definition may be deleted using the -f option to the unset builtin see Bourne Shell Builtins. The exit status of a
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function definition is zero unless a syntax error occurs or a readonly function with the same name already
exists. When executed, the exit status of a function is the exit status of the last command executed in the body.
Note that for historical reasons, in the most common usage the curly braces that surround the body of the
function must be separated from the body by blanks or newlines. This is because the braces are reserved words
and are only recognized as such when they are separated from the command list by whitespace or another shell
metacharacter. When a function is executed, the arguments to the function become the positional parameters
during its execution see Positional Parameters. Special parameter 0 is unchanged. All other aspects of the shell
execution environment are identical between a function and its caller with these exceptions: See Bourne Shell
Builtins , for the description of the trap builtin. Function invocations that exceed the limit cause the entire
command to abort. If the builtin command return is executed in a function, the function completes and
execution resumes with the next command after the function call. Variables local to the function may be
declared with the local builtin. These variables are visible only to the function and the commands it invokes.
Function names and definitions may be listed with the -f option to the declare typeset builtin command see
Bash Builtins. The -F option to declare or typeset will list the function names only and optionally the source
file and line number, if the extdebug shell option is enabled. Functions may be exported so that subshells
automatically have them defined with the -f option to the export builtin see Bourne Shell Builtins. Care should
be taken in cases where this may cause a problem. Functions may be recursive. By default, no limit is placed
on the number of recursive calls.
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3: Basic shell reference guide - Linux tutorial from PenguinTutor
The shell is a command line interpreter; it translates commands entered by the user and converts them into a language
that is understood by the kernel. Unix was originally developed in by a group of AT&T employees Ken Thompson,
Dennis Ritchie, Douglas McIlroy, and Joe Ossanna at Bell Labs.

Links on any regular file. A mechanism for interprocess communications. Metacharacters Metacharacters have
a special meaning in Unix. If you want to display all the files ending with just. Unix programs including the
shell use most of these files to store configuration information. Creating Files You can use the vi editor to
create ordinary files on any Unix system. Now, press the key i to come into the edit mode. I created it for the
first time You will now have a file created with filename in the current directory. If you want to move here
and there inside a file, then first you need to come out of the edit mode by pressing the key Esc. So using the
above keys, you can position your cursor wherever you want to edit. Once you are positioned, then you can
use the i key to come in the edit mode. Display Content of a File You can use the cat command to see the
content of a file. This is the actual size of the file. You can give multiple files and get information about those
files at a time. This file will exactly be the same as the original file filename. Renaming Files To change the
name of a file, use the mv command. In this case, you will find only newfile in your current directory.
Deleting Files To delete an existing file, use the rm command. It is always recommended to be careful while
using this Delete command. It is better to use the -i option along with rm command. Following is the example
which shows how to completely remove the existing file filename. Unix - Directory Management In this
chapter, we will discuss in detail about directory management in Unix. A directory is a file the solo job of
which is to store the file names and the related information. All the files, whether ordinary, special, or
directory, are contained in directories. Unix uses a hierarchical structure for organizing files and directories.
This structure is often referred to as a directory tree. Home Directory The directory in which you find yourself
when you first login is called your home directory. The position of any file within the hierarchy is described
by its pathname. Following are some examples of absolute filenames. The mkdir command produces no
output if it successfully creates the requested directory. If you give more than one directory on the command
line, mkdir creates each of the directories. Creating Parent Directories We will now understand how to create
parent directories. Sometimes when you want to create a directory, its parent directory or directories might not
exist. It creates all the necessary directories for you. The rmdir command produces no output if it is successful.
Changing Directories You can use the cd command to do more than just change to a home directory. You can
use it to change to any directory by specifying a valid absolute or relative path. File ownership is an important
component of Unix that provides a secure method for storing files. The permissions are broken into groups of
threes, and each position in the group denotes a specific permission, in this order: For example, -rwxr-xr-represents that the owner has read r , write w and execute x permission. The second group of three characters
consists of the permissions for the group to which the file belongs. For example, -rwxr-xr-- represents that the
group has read r and execute x permission, but no write permission. The last group of three characters
represents the permissions for everyone else. For example, -rwxr-xr-- represents that there is read r only
permission. File Access Modes The permissions of a file are the first line of defense in the security of a Unix
system. Write Grants the capability to modify, or remove the content of the file. Execute User with execute
permissions can run a file as a program. Directory Access Modes Directory access modes are listed and
organized in the same manner as any other file. The user can look at the filenames inside the directory. Write
Access means that the user can add or delete files from the directory. A user must have execute access to the
bin directory in order to execute the ls or the cd command. Changing Permissions To change the file or the
directory permissions, you use the chmod change mode command. There are two ways to use chmod â€” the
symbolic mode and the absolute mode. Using chmod in Symbolic Mode The easiest way for a beginner to
modify file or directory permissions is to use the symbolic mode. With symbolic permissions you can add,
delete, or specify the permission set you want by using the operators in the following table.
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4: Unix/Linux Command Cheat Sheet | FOSSwire
Unix/Linux Command www.enganchecubano.com File Commands ls - directory listing ls -al - formatted listing with
hidden files cd dir - change directory to dir cd - change to home pwd - show current directory.

But they can all be used on turing in essentially the same way, by typing the command and hitting return. Note
that some of these commands are different on non-Solaris machines - see SunOS differences. There are many
more options, for example to list files by size, by date, recursively etc. Just hit the space bar to see more or q
to quit. See the emacs page. It is wise to use the option rm -i, which will ask you for confirmation before
actually deleting anything. You can make this your default by making an alias in your. The default is that only
you can look at them and change them, but you may sometimes want to change these permissions. Note that
for someone to be able to actually look at the file the directories it is in need to be at least executable. See help
protection for more details. File Compression gzip filename compresses files, so that they take up much less
space. Usually text files compress to about half their original size, but it depends very much on the size of the
file and the nature of the contents. There are other tools for this purpose, too e. You can even print it directly,
using gzcat filename lpr printing lpr filename print. Use the -P option to specify the printer name if you want
to use a printer other than your default printer. You can find the job number by using lpq. You can use
dviselect to print only selected pages. See the LaTeX page for more information about how to save paper
when printing drafts. Directories Directories, like folders on a Macintosh, are used to group files together in a
hierarchical structure. Finding things ff find files anywhere on the system. This can also be useful for finding
other things on the system, e. This can be useful a lot of purposes, e. Check out the man pages if this sounds
good to you. Often people put other practical information, such as phone numbers and addresses, in a file
called. About your electronic self whoami returns your username. That can be useful e. Try to create a useful.
You should realize that this information is accessible from anywhere in the world, not just to other people on
turing. Contains lots of information about them, including the process ID, which you need if you have to kill a
process. Normally, when you have been kicked out of a dialin session or have otherwise managed to get
yourself disconnected abruptly, this list will contain the processes you need to kill. This works only for your
own processes, of course. Get the ID by using ps. Connecting to the outside world nn allows you to read news.
It will first let you read the news local to turing, and then the remote news. If you want to read only the local
or remote news, you can use nnl or nnr, respectively. Or look at the man page. Or check out the hypertext nn
FAQ - probably the easiest and most fun way to go. Use rlogin whenever possible. This is a common method
for exchanging academic papers and drafts. For more permanent solutions, ask Emma. The most important
commands within ftp are get for getting files from the remote machine, and put for putting them there mget
and mput let you specify more than one file at once. Of course you can see only the text, not the pictures. You
can type any URL as an argument to the G command. Type H at any time to learn more about lynx, and Q to
exit. You can find out more about these commands by looking up their manpages:
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5: Unix / Linux Quick Guide
Quick Reference: Unix Commands. Commonly used commands and options on Unix computers.

The default on most Linux distributions. You can change shell temporarily by running the appropriate shell
command. To change your shell for future logins then you can use the chsh command. The shell is more than
just a way of typing commands. It can be used to stop, start, suspend programs and by writing script files it
becomes a programming language in itself. More details of the shells are listed below. Bourne Shell - This is
the oldest shell and as such is not as feature rich as many of the other shells. There is no option to re-edit
previous commands or to control background jobs. As the bourne shell is available on all UNIX systems it is
often used for programming script files as it offers maximum portability between different UNIX versions.
Bash is fully backwards compatible with the Bourne Shell so running the bourne shell on Linux will often call
the bash shell using a link between the files. Korn Shell - This is based on the Bourne shell. One enhancement
that is particularly useful is its command-line editing facility. It is possible using either vi or emacs keys to
recall and edit previous commands. This is not as easy to use as some of the other shells, but work well across
a network or using a physical terminal rare these days. It also has more powerful programming constructs than
the bourne shell, however these are not as portable. To run the Korn shell you can run either ksh or pdksh from
the normal shell assuming it is installed. C Shell - The c shell syntax is taken from the C programming
language. As such it is a useful tool for anyone familiar with programming C. It has a command-line editor
that allows the use of the cursor keys in a more "user friendly" manner than the Korn shell. It also has a useful
help facility allowing you to get a list of commands by typing the first few letters followed by the "TAB" key.
It is the default shell on most Linux distributions and unless otherwise specified is the shell used for the future
examples. It has a number of enhancements and further features even than the bash shell. The Shell Prompt
When logged into the shell you will normal see one of the following prompts: This is an indication that the
shell is waiting for an input from the user. The prompts can be customised but generally the last character
should be left as the default prompt character as it helps to indicate which shell you are running and whether
or not you are logged in as root. The Bourne, Korn, and Bash shells all use a similar syntax. Unless you are
using one of the advanced features you do not necessarily need to know which one of them you are in. If
however you are in the C or tcsh shells this uses a completely different syntax and can require commands to be
entered differently. To make it a little easier these have two different prompts depending upon the shell. The
default prompts are: If you enter something incorrectly you could end up damaging the Linux installation files
or even delete all the data from a disk. For this reason the prompt is different when logged in as a root user as
a constant reminder of the risks. The default prompt for root is the hash sign this is regardless of the shell
being used. Login Settings for the Bash Shell When you login to a shell a number of variables and settings are
configured for your shell. The files that are most commonly used by bash are: Different files are called
depending upon whether it is an interactive login shell or a non-interactive shell. Bash as an Internactive Login
Shell The following is followed if bash is invoked as an interactive login shell, or as a non-interactive shell
with the --login option. Bash as an Interactive Non-Login Shell The following is followed when an interactive
shell that is not a login shell is started e. Bash as a Non-Interactive Shell If bash is run as a non-interactive
shell then the scripts are not called, unless the -login option is used. Normally the PATH variable is not set for
any non-interactive shells so when running tasks in a non-interactive shell commands should be called using
their full path names. It can also be used to change the default command search path PATH for all users on the
system. It is normally used for setting up aliases and any other commands that are run during the startup.
History It is possible to recall previous commands by using the cursor keys, however it is also possible using
the history command. Issuing the history command will show the commands previously entered, you may
want to pipe this through tail to just see the most recent.
6: Brazos Cluster Unix Commands, Texas A&M University
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Unix Command Quick Reference. The Unix shell is a very powerful command line environment to make operating on
your files quick and easy. Below is a list of some of the most commonly used Unix commands.

7: HP-UX shell Commands
UNIX Reference Card Warnings!! When a file has been DELETED it can only be restored from a backup. The original is
gone! When a file is OVERWRITTEN it has been changed forever! It.

8: Emacs Quick Reference | IT Services | USC
Unix / Linux Useful Commands - Learning fundamentals of UNIX in simple and easy steps: A beginner's tutorial
containing complete knowledge of Getting Started, Unix Korn and Bourne Shell and Programming, File Permission /
Access Modes, Environment, Utilities, Pipes and Filters, Network Communication Utilities, File System, Directories,
Memory Management, Special Variables, vi editor, What is.

9: EFI SHELL COMMANDS - Quick Reference | Unix Knowledge base
3 Basic Shell Features. Bash is an acronym for 'Bourne-Again SHell'.The Bourne shell is the traditional Unix shell
originally written by Stephen Bourne. All of the Bourne shell builtin commands are available in Bash, The rules for
evaluation and quoting are taken from the POSIX specification for the 'standard' Unix shell.
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